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• FERRETS
• STOATS
• WEASELS
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The Stallion Tunnel Trap has been designed to attract and kill ferrets, stoats and weasels. Fresh meat
such as lamb, rabbit or poultry (including livers and entrails) should be used as a bait and the small
access hole in the front of the trap will stop cats or dogs from entering. Smoked fish also works well
and lasts for a number of days, as do chicken heads. Ensure the bait is secure on the trigger. If
necessary attach with fuse wire. Death for the target animal is very quick and humane and there is no
danger to non target animals if the trap is used as per the instructions.

The sensitivity of the trigger action can be adjusted simply by bending the bait rod where it contacts the
cross rod. Bend it toward the front of the trap to make the release action more sensitive.

To bait and set the trap:
• Turn the trap upside down and push the bait onto the trigger wire as far as the bend.
• Place the trap the right way up and peg the trap to the ground through the holes on either side 
  of the base rim.
• Hold the trap firmly with one hand and pull the nylon cord with the other hand until you feel the 
  striker bar come down into the set position.

To remove the dead animal:
• Remove the pegs from the base and turn the trap over.
• Pull the nylon cord in the same way as for setting the trap, until you can free the dead animal. 
  Take care not to reset the trap at this stage.
• The trap should be baited again with fresh meat, turned the right way over and reset.


